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Presentation
Howtowow!with a



You can do it with  
the right play of

text &  
design



01. Content



First off:
Keep your text

short.



Your audience is here

not readto listen



Avoid bullet points like the plague.

They make you dump too much
information.

Too much info means people will skim your  
content, they won't consume it.

Look at all this text. It's cluttered &boring.  
Who in their right mind would enjoy this?



Fewer words
means you
have to do  

more talking
but people love that!

Because...



Less text is
way more  
engaging
& far more visuallyimpactful



Stick to  
one
point  
per slide
This will help your  
pacing & keepyour  
type minimal



Make surethat
your type isn't
too small



Or presented
on  a low 
contrast  
background



You want this guy  
to be able to read it

Just as easily as  
this guy can



Use good  
fonts



I'm Times New Roman
and I can be a bit boring.



I’m Comic Sans.

I Probably won’t
be taken very 

seriously.



I'm Open Sans
and I'm snazzy and  

professional.



Use font families

Aileron Thin  
Aileron Regular  

Aileron Heavy

Playfair Display  

Playfair Black  

P l a y f a i r Sma l l Caps

Open Sans Light  

Open Sans  

Open Sans Bold



Not all fonts get along,
so pair then carefully

Fatface Aileron Thin Aileron Regula
eo Light Aleo Al fa Slab One Alik
SmallCapsAnonymous Pro Antic Anto
o Black Archivo Narrow ArialleArimo
ire Swash Bodoni Brusher CantoraO

DE Coming Soon Cooper Hewitt Co



Stick to
just one  
or two  
fonts
this keeps things neat
& looking good



That's content...



02. Design



Use strong  
images to

pack a punch
& visualise your  

message



Where to get images

Take them Creative  
Commons

Buythem



Please don't  
use generic
stock photos



And just
say

no
to clip art



There are
countless
beautiful free
stock images  
available



Websites 
for 
images

Pixabay.com
Unsplash.com
Pexels.com





Try touse
photos that
leave space

for  your text
(like this one)



And that
are  
relevant to  
your topic

(Butterfly bulldog might be  
cute but not super
relevant)



Ifan image is really busy,  
use a semi-transparent  

text background



Ifan image is really busy,  
use a semi-transparent  

text background



Alternatively,
Photos with a lot of negative space
in  them make balancing text and  

imagery easy



Keep margins around  
your content to keep  
things balanced,  
breathable, and  
beautiful



Align your 
elements with 
tender loving care



Whitespace
is your friend



It helps you pull in 
focus to specific
elements

(Like thisone)



Use
Icons
to present data, stats,  
and informationquickly  
and visually





40% of people  
will respond  
better to
visual  
information  
over plain
text.

–ZABISCO



and 90% of information  
transmitted to the
brain is visual
– 3MCORPORATION



So...
Make use of  
icons.



Choose a  
palette
and stick
to it



Keep
your  
palette  
small
3 colorsis usually  
the sweetspot

#FF295F

#31C2A7

#FFCC00

#000000



Keep your  
palette's  
contrast  
high

Low  
contrastis a
legibility  
killer



And above all,

Have fun!



Ifyou're

in your presentation, your  
audience will you and repay  

you withclaps

invested





Ready to design a  
presentation
that wins?



Good luck
& 

happy designing!


